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Sandy 
Forster’s  
Business with Soul tip:

When running a business it’s easy to get 
lost in the ‘doingness’ of it all – the emails,  
phone calls, marketing,  paperwork, all 
the ‘stuff’  which we may not enjoy but 
has to be done.  Business becomes boring 
and our energy (and the money flow) can 
stagnate.  

Why not put the energy, enthusiasm 
and passion back into your business by 
writing a ‘Desire Statement’.  It’s simply 
one or two pages about your business as 
if it were exactly how you desire it to be 
– as if it’s already happened. 

Include things such as the money  
you’re making, hours you’re working,  
type of clients you have, environment you’re 
working in. There’s magic between the  
pen and the mind so start  

writing today!

Prosperity & Success Mentor Sandy 
Forster can be found at  
www.WildlyWealthy.com

...truly delicious wines that show how exciting 

the Cowra Region can be for organic grape-growing.

– Rob Geddes, MW

  What’s so special
about Organic?
Certified Organic standards require the avoidance of harmful chemicals
 in all growing & wine making processes, resulting in our pure, delicious 

range of products free of side effects.

Rosnay was the first Certified Organic vineyard in the Cowra Wine Region, 
now home to a growing number of organic vineyards and farms.

Certified Organic standards require the avoidance of harmful chemicals
 in all growing & wine making processes, resulting in our pure, delicious 

range of products free of side effects.

Rosnay was the first Certified Organic vineyard in the Cowra Wine Region, 
now home to a growing number of organic vineyards and farms.

Finding it hard to buy a bottle 
of organic wine in your area? 

How about one for FREE?
Take this voucher in to your nearest bottle 
shop and ask for Rosnay organic wines 

to be stocked there. 

Contact us on 1300Rosnay and let us know 
who you’ve spoken to and receive a free 
bottle of wine for spreading the word!!!

Hidden Path Book, Hidden Path Journal, by Kate Filmer 
and Shannon Thomson
These Australian authors have created a book that is a 
powerful reflection of their own lives and their own personal 
development, fulfilled by their overwhelming enthusiasm to 
present and share these experiences.

Their boxed presentation is unique, with a meaningful, easy 
to read style often lacking in personal development books. 
They address twelve relevant topics, one per month, designed 
to cover a full year in the accompanying complementary 
journal, linked to daily tasks in support of their message.

They claim to help you become a happier, more fulfilled 
person by virtue of the book and journal, and extend their 
thoughts in practical and realistic aspects of life,
rather than getting deeply bogged down in philosophy. 

Available on-line now from virgomoonpages.com.au

Into light - Meditation music by Deva Premal
This is Deva Premal’s 14th album of meditation music, 
combining once again with her partner Miten.

There are eight mantras and chants on this album, 
typifying the Eastern spirituality Deva was surrounded 
with from her early childhood and which has become 
her and Miten’s musical trademark.

Deva’s music is noted for it’s simple purity of devotion 
and this is admirably captured yet again on “into light”. 

A more fulfilled person by virtue of the book and journal, 
and extend their thoughts in practical and realistic aspects of life,
rather than getting deeply bogged down in philosophy. 

Available on-line now from virgomoonpages.com.au


